
The Game 1141 

Chapter 1141 The Two People Who Took The Body-Strengthening Medicinal Liquid 

The figure leaned against a tree, loaded the crossbow, and aimed the arrow in Qin Lin's direction. 

It was also at this moment that two figures appeared behind this person. 

The man immediately turned around, but before he could see what was behind him, he felt a heavy 

blow and lost consciousness in disbelief. 

then, he was dragged out by one of the men. the other man picked up the crossbow and began to 

examine it, carefully adjusting it. 

"Who are you?" A questioning voice was heard at this moment. 

Then, he saw Ma Hong appear with two other people. 

In addition to being responsible for protecting Linlin Manor, they also had to protect boss Qin. Naturally, 

they found that the person carrying the violin case was not normal. 

However, they did not expect that there would be two more people here, and they did not even find any 

trace of them. 

 This made them very alert. 

The two men beside Ma Hong immediately rushed out and attacked the two men who had suddenly 

appeared. 

No matter who it was, it would not be wrong to take down these two first. 

However, as soon as they arrived in front of the two men and launched their attacks, something that 

shocked Ma Hong happened. 

The two people he brought were not the opponents of those two at all. They didn't last long before they 

were all beaten down. 

ma hong couldn't believe his eyes. 

They were the elites of the elites and had always been protecting important people. No one had ever 

been able to get rid of them so easily. 

But the truth was right in front of him. 

What kind of strength did he need to be able to do this? 

Beads of cold sweat started to form on Ma Hong's forehead. 

… 

In the valley. 

Lin Han also noticed Qin Lin and the other two. 

"President Qin, President Zhao, President Lin, you're here?" he immediately jogged up to them. 
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Zhao Mo smiled and said,"yes, I'm here to inspect your work. I've also sent you the seeds of the fairy 

tale vine. Didn't you say that you could plant it first?" I'll get manager Yu from the plantation 

Department to cooperate with you." 

"Okay, President Zhao." Lin Han quickly nodded. 

She was very grateful to Zhao moyin. After all, it was really a lifetime's fortune to be able to be guided 

by a noble. 

at the side, the senior brothers and sisters that lin han had found also looked over. 

These people naturally recognized Qin Lin, Zhao moxiao, and Lin Lanzi. They also knew that the famous 

little Qin was the owner of the Qin Lin villa. 

Therefore, the group of people were a little envious of Lin Han for being able to have a relationship with 

such a person. 

However, they were only envious. They didn't dare to approach and greet him, as that would only leave 

a bad impression. 

After that, Lin Han brought Qin Lin and the others to tour the valley. 

The valley had changed a lot since Qin Lin came here. He could already see the basic planning area. 

President Qin, President Zhao, President Lin, these ditches are reserved for planting fairy-tale vines. 

"After that, these communication vines will surround the camp, and the center will be planted in a deep 

well." Lin Han also introduced. 

yes, I'll get manager Yu to cooperate with you. Zhao mochen nodded. 

Qin Lin and the other two followed Lin Han around the valley. 

this valley was not small. if it was turned into a tent camp, many tourists could stay there. 

Soon, Yu Shui arrived. President Qin! President Zhao! President Lin! 

Zhao mochen directly handed the seed of the mutated space vine to Yu Shui and said, " manager Yu, 

these are the seeds of the fairy-tale vine. You can take these seeds and plant them in the valley with Lin 

Han and the others. As for the rest, you can plant them in the path of the cable car base station that has 

been developed at the bottom of the mountain. 

Yu Shui immediately nodded. 

After that, Qin Lin left the valley with Zhao Moyu and Lin Lanzi and returned to the Linlin Manor. 

As soon as they returned to the manor's Hall, the baby crocodile little Yang's " uh-huh " sounded. 

Its entire body was pressed down by little Qin Feng. 

Red hair was squeaking at the side. 

Even the dog Wang Cai and the Fox Xiao Xue were curiously watching. They were obviously curious why 

the crocodile baby wasn't crushed to death. 



It even carried little Qin Feng and crawled forward a few steps in surprise. 

When Zhao mochen saw this, he quickly went forward and picked up little Qin Feng. 

She was worried about Yang's baby crocodile. 

After little Qin Feng left, the crocodile Cub immediately ran out. 

From the looks of it, it should be running away. 

It didn't run into the pool, but towards the sports field. It began to roll around happily among the grass. 

It turned out that this was a glutton. It had run off to eat something. Could it be that it had exhausted a 

lot of its energy while carrying little Qin Feng for those two steps? 

This scene also made Zhao mochen and the others not know whether to laugh or cry. 

Qin Lin smiled and went back to his office. Then, he looked at the screen in his mind and controlled the 

game character to complete the daily tasks for the day. 

Not long after, he saw Ma Hong walk in from the outside. However, there was something wrong with 

him. He was covering one of his eyes with one hand. 

"Captain MA, what's wrong with you?" Qin Lin looked at Ma Hong, confused. 

"That, it's nothing." Ma Hong said awkwardly. 

Qin Lin didn't believe her. if it's nothing, then why are you covering your eyes? " what did you peek at 

that made you cross-eyed?" 

"how can you be cross-eyed?" Ma Hong hurriedly shook his head, revealing his eyes that he had 

covered. 

She didn't have cross-eyes, but she had Dark Panda eyes. 

One of Ma Hong's eyes had turned completely black and blue, as if he had been punched. 

"Eh!" Qin Lin was stunned when he saw Ma Hong's expression. He couldn't help but laugh. 

Then, he was surprised. 

He only knew Ma Hong's identity and strength. He was a special type of bodyguard who couldn't even 

beat the Special Forces. 

ma hong was the elite of the elite, but he had been beaten up so badly that he had panda eyes. 

"Captain MA, who did you fight with?" Qin Lin asked in surprise. 

Ma Hong nodded. that's right. I beat up one of them, and they were very strong. I couldn't handle them 

at all. That's it. 

As he said that, he waved his hand in exasperation. 

Qin Lin was shocked,"Captain MA, you're not his match?" Who are they?" 



Ma Hong sighed. the higher-ups sent two new people. They're in the training room. Are they waiting for 

you to meet them? " 

This made Qin Lin puzzled. 

Another person sent from above? 

Then, he thought of something. 

"It's the body-strengthening medicinal liquid." Qin Lin asked. 

After he had donated the body-increasing medicinal liquid to the higher-ups, Linlin's initial experiment 

had been successful, and the higher-ups had begun to produce the body-increasing medicinal liquid in 

large quantities. 

At the same time, the higher-ups also began to use the body-strengthening liquid on the athletes and 

specially selected soldiers to train super athletes and super soldiers. 

Today was the day of the Bary Olympic Games. Those super athletes should be competing, and the 

whole world would be shocked. 

Ma Hong and his men were already the elites of the elites. Only soldiers who had consumed body 

enhancement potions could beat Ma Hong to such a state. 

"yes." Ma Hong nodded. Chairman Qin, " he said, " I'll apply to go back later. I'll apply to the higher-ups 

to use the body-strengthening potion. 

He was the elite of the elite special class bodyguards, and now he had been beaten so easily that he had 

panda eyes. 

This body-strengthening medicinal liquid was too amazing. 

Qin Lin soon arrived at the training room and saw two burly young men standing straight. He had never 

seen them before. 

Ma Hong followed Qin Lin to the two of them and said, " "This is Chairman Qin from Linlin Manor." 

The two of them immediately saluted Qin Lin and said, " "Good day, Chairman Qin!" 

As they spoke, they each took out a piece of information and handed it to Qin Lin. They introduced 

themselves, 

"I'm Guo Zhen!" 

"I'm hu Qing!" 

Qin Lin was a little embarrassed to accept the salute. He took the information of the two men and said 

to Ma Hong, " Captain MA, in that case, please arrange for the two of them to go through the 

employment procedures. 

"Alright, Chairman Qin!" Ma Hong nodded and went to handle the documents. 

At this moment. 



One of them said,"Chairman Qin, I'm new here. I have a gift for you!" &Nbsp; 

As he spoke, he looked to the side. 

there was a person tied up there. both of his hands had been dislocated, and his body was covered in 

injuries. he was in a very sorry state. 

"Who is he?" Qin Lin knew that this was the gift and asked in confusion. 

Another person said, " Chairman Qin, this man is an assassin. He was here to kill you. We found him and 

subdued him. 

"To kill me?" "do you know who sent him?" qin lin was shocked and immediately asked. 

The person who started speaking said, " I've already interrogated them on the way back. The other party 

is from the ointment nation. They were entrusted by the president of the warbull Association to kill you. 

Now, because of the high-temperature blood clotting medicine plague, their national treasure and 

warbulls are almost completely extinct. 

The president of the Tauren Association, Yagyu Mashiro, felt that it was all your fault because you didn't 

give them the support potion. You even felt that you could develop the potion, but others couldn't. This 

plague was released by you, and it was specifically targeted at them and the Tauren. 

"I have nothing to do? They created this plague to target them and the cows?" qin lin was helpless. 

Did this yagyama yoshichiro not have a brain? 

yagyama Mashiro even hired an assassin to kill me, " he said. how can I not cause him trouble? " 

the man continued. " we have already learned a piece of news from the killer. yagyama mashiro had 

committed seppuku. before he committed suicide, he took all his assets and went to the killer to kill you. 

" 

"He really took great pains." Qin Lin said, shaking his head. 

However, yagyama yoshichiro had committed seppuku, which was definitely a good thing for him, and 

he did not have to think about revenge. 

Qin Lin looked at the two of them curiously. He wanted to know how strong they were, so he said, " 

"Guo Zhen, Hu Qing, let me see your strength. Let's use the squat rack." 

Guo Zhen and Hu Qing immediately nodded. 

The body-increasing medicinal liquid that they had consumed was made by this boss Qin, so they 

naturally didn't mind showing off their success after using the medicinal liquid. 

Guo Zhen and Hu Qing each found a squat rack and began to increase the weight of the barbell to the 

limit of a normal person's strength. 

With this strength, an ordinary person would have a hard time lifting it, but Guo Zhen and Hu Qing lifted 

it with ease. 

Following that, the two of them increased the weight again, and they were both able to lift it lightly. 



In the end, the two of them actually managed to lift up twice the strength of a normal person. This was 

shocking. 

No wonder Ma Hong had been beaten up so badly that he had panda eyes. 

"Not bad, this power is truly astonishing." Qin Lin said in surprise. 

Chairman Qin, " Hu Qing said with a smile, " I heard from Captain MA that you've also taken the body-

strengthening potion. Can I see your strength? " 

Qin Lin did not refuse. He stepped forward and grabbed a squat rack in front of Hu Qing and Guo Zhen. 

This stunned both Guo Zhen and Hu Qing. 

What did boss Qin mean? 

Was he going to lift the two squat racks at the same time? 

This was twice the weight that they could lift. 

They were sent out because they had the best absorption rate of the body-increasing medicinal liquid. 

The academician in charge also said that they had maximized the effect of the medicinal liquid. 

Could it be that boss Qin's strength was greater than theirs? 

in the next moment, qin lin lifted the barbell that the two of them had raised with one hand at the same 

time. 

After taking two fruits of the tree of strength, his strength was obviously much greater than the two 

people who relied on the body-increasing potion. 

"Qianqian," Hu Qing. 

"Ge Ge" Guo Zhen. 

When the two of them saw this, they were stunned. 

What kind of body-strengthening potion did boss Qin use? 

This is so strong, Yingluo. 

Chapter 1142 I'll Give You Dark Circles! The Number One Assassin Should Be Accompanied By An 

International Pirate! 

In the training room of Linlin villa. 

There were already many people surrounding them. 

ma hong and his men were watching the confrontation between qin lin and hu qing. 

Ma Hong was still rolling a peeled boiled egg at his dark circles. His mouth would even twitch when it 

touched the nerves that gave him pain. 

it was obvious that the dark circles under his eyes were quite serious. 
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Academician li also joined in the fun and asked curiously, " "Captain MA, why is boss Qin fighting with 

someone?" 

He was very surprised by this. 

After all, to him, boss Qin should be a gentleman and should be doing research. After all, he had already 

made some progress and should not waste his talent. 

Besides, if boss Qin were to fight with Hu Qing, wouldn't he be at a disadvantage? 

Hu Qing had been specially sent down by the higher-ups, and even Ma Hong had suffered a loss at his 

hands. 

He knew very well what kind of person Ma Hong was. 

"Boss Qin is really good at fighting, even better than me," Ma Hong said. 

He had long known that boss Qin's strength was astonishing. Furthermore, boss Qin had previously 

learned combat from him. Furthermore, because of his good physical condition, the effects of learning 

combat were very good. 

The reason for such a fight was naturally because Hu Qing and Guo Zhen had been shocked by Qin Lin's 

strength. Ma Hong was gloating at the side and had inadvertently mentioned that Qin Lin was also very 

good at combat. 

As a result, Hu Qing and Guo Zhen wanted to have a spar. 

After all, he had suffered a huge blow in terms of strength just now. 

qin lin was also curious about this. he also wanted to see the specific strength of hu qing and guo zhen, 

who had used the body-strengthening potion. 

"Chairman Qin, I'm sorry." Hu Qing reminded Qin Lin. 

then, the two of them started to attack each other, almost at the same time. 

The fighting techniques that Qin Lin and Ma Hong had learned were all about striking first and not giving 

the other party a chance to fight back. 

hu qing had obviously learned the same thing, but the fighting skills he had learned had a murderous 

aura. 

it was just that he was very restrained when he fought with qin lin, for fear of hurting qin lin. 

Although he knew that Qin Lin had great strength, fighting was not something that strength could do. 

It was also because he had restrained himself that his speed had slowed down a lot, allowing Qin Lin to 

easily seize the opportunity. 

Before he could react, his attack had been blocked to the side, and then a huge fist smashed into his 

eye. 



Hu Qing only felt a burst of pain and his head was a little muddled. His whole body staggered backward 

and he almost fell. It was Guo Zhen who saw this and hurriedly came forward to support him. 

In the next moment, Hu Qing covered his eyes, his face even more confused. 

He didn't even know how he was suddenly defeated. This Chairman Qin's speed was too fast, and his 

fighting skills were also very strong. 

"Hu Qing, are you alright?" Qin Lin hurriedly asked Hu Qing. 

although he had learned how to fight from ma hong, he didn't use it often, so he was still out of 

practice. 

Therefore, when facing someone like Hu Qing who had used the body enhancing liquid, he had attacked 

with all his might. Although he had stopped in the end, he had still hit Hu Qing in the end. 

this ... Guo Zhen supported Hu Qing and looked at his eyes in shock. His eyes were already dark circles 

like Ma Hong's. 

This scene shocked academician li. 

He even rubbed his eyes, not sure of the result. 

 was hu qing defeated? And he was defeated so thoroughly? 

academician li suddenly remembered something. 

It was said that boss Qin was a genius and learned everything quickly. He could learn everything from 

cooking, Chinese medicine, and scientific research. 

What about learning how to fight? it seemed to be very fast. 

He then thought of Qin Lin's horse riding and spear blooming. This was also martial arts. Fighting was 

also martial arts. 

Boss Qin's talent was monstrous in both literature and martial arts? 

Similarly, the killer was also shocked. 

He had personally experienced Hu Qing's and Guo Zhen's strength. He had tried to assassinate them, but 

he had only discovered them. He had been knocked unconscious before he could react. 

What was he seeing now? 

The target he wanted to assassinate had easily given the person he knocked out a dark circle. 

With such strength, could he really kill the other party? 

With such strength, the other party's reaction must be very fast. He must have sensed danger and 

instinctively dodged. 

Then, if he was discovered, he would be dead. 

()... the killer suddenly cursed. 



He felt like he had been tricked. 

But who would use all their family property to scam him? 

Even his employer, yaguyama Yoshihiro, did not know about this situation. 

"Does Chairman Qin need our protection?" Hu Qing tried to blink, but his eyes stung again. 

"i should?" guo zhenyou said uncertainly, but then he added with more confidence,"I definitely want it, 

right?" 

it must be known that special protection soldiers like them were not only based on their combat power, 

but also their ability to protect, their observation of the environment, their keen intuition, and even 

their instinctive reaction to dare to block a bullet. 

therefore, they were still very useful. it was a good thing for them that chairman qin had such strength. 

in a critical moment, qin lin's ability to protect himself was better than theirs. if something really 

happened, they could free up their hands to do other things. 

Ma Hong gloated as he took out a boiled egg and handed it to Hu Qing. "Do you want it? There's still 

some effect." 

Hu Qing immediately glared at Ma Hong like a tiger watching its prey. He felt that Ma Hong was up to no 

good, but in the end, he still spat out a word, " "I want it!" 

Then, he took the egg and rubbed his eyes like Ma Hong did. He did the same thing that triggered the 

pain in his nerves, and his mouth twitched. 

Chapter 1143 I'll Give You Dark Circles! The Number One Assassin Should Be Accompanied By An 

International Pirate! 

Ma Hong laughed when he saw this scene. He seemed to be a little pleased with himself. He didn't want 

anything, but he wanted to give it to others. 

A moment later, Captain Hong also came with a team. "President Qin, academician li," Then, he looked 

at Ma Hong and Hu Qing. Seeing their dark eyes, he held back his laughter and said, " "captain ma, 

where are you?" 

He had suddenly received news that he was here to pick up a prisoner, so he had immediately brought 

his men. 

Ma Hong continued to rub his eyes with the egg and pointed at the assassin, " that's him. Be careful. 

This guy is the number one assassin in the country of paste. 

"What? the number one assassin?" Captain Hong was stunned. 

Then, he had a thought. Another contribution? 

do you still remember the number one thief in the world, mike? The credit would still be delivered to his 

door. 
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He knew about the special identities of Ma Hong and the others. They couldn't show their faces in 

public, and it was even impossible for them to reveal their identities. 

Moreover, the other party didn't need this kind of credit. 

Therefore, they were the ones who caught the person in Linlin Manor and were pushed to the front to 

receive the credit. 

it was the same for the number one assassin in jiangyao country. 

He wondered if he should treat Captain MA to a meal. 

This was a great contribution. 

"Hurry up and handcuff him." Captain Hong immediately told the tourist patrol police, and then he was 

afraid that it was not safe, so he ordered, " "add one more on your hand and one more on your leg." 

this was an assassin, so it was better to be careful. 

Then, Captain Hong led his men to take the killer away. 

After Captain Hong left, Qin Lin also smiled at Hu Qing and Guo Zhen. welcome to Linlin villa. I really like 

your gifts. As a token of my gratitude, I'll personally cook tonight to entertain you. 

This made academician Li's eyes light up. "Boss Qin, we'll have a good meal tonight." 

"What about me?" Ma Hong pointed at himself hurriedly. 

They had been in Linlin Manor for a long time, so they naturally knew how good boss Qin's cooking was. 

Even the world's best Chef had to worship him. 

The emperor's Supreme medicinal cuisine was definitely a unique delicacy in the world. After eating it, 

one would be deeply nostalgic. 

Therefore, even though academician li was old, he was still excited after all the things he had 

experienced. 

hu qing and guo zhen were a little puzzled. 

It's just a meal, why are Ma Hong and academician li so excited? 

Was it because of boss Qin's cooking? 

However, the two of them agreed. 

With boss Qin's status, it seemed that he would be tempted to cook for you personally. 

As the two of them thought of this, they were actually looking forward to it and wanted to try boss Qin's 

cooking. 

After that, Ma Hong brought Hu Qing and Guo Zhen to the manor. 

The two of them were very curious about the manor, whether it was the beautiful flowers, grass, or the 

ornamental bamboo forest. 



Or perhaps it was the pavilion. As soon as they entered the pavilion, they smelled a special Jiangxiang 

fragrance. In an instant, they felt as if their minds had become tranquil. 

There were also those greenhouse trees. The refreshing feeling he felt when he entered them was really 

indescribable. 

They had read some news about Linlin Manor on the internet before they came, but it was really 

shocking to see it with their own eyes. 

it should be a pleasure to work in such a place, right? 

Ma Hong led the two of them and said, " Oh, right. Chairman Qin rarely leaves the manor. You guys can 

just look around. We usually run on the field when we don't work out in the training room. 

When they walked to the vast sports field, a series of sounds rang out, 

He saw a baby crocodile rolling around in the grass, trying to put a blade of grass into its mouth. 

he's the owner's pet, " Ma Hong said. his name is yang. Be careful of him. Don't step on him. 

The sun was setting. 

Guo Zhen and Hu Qing had also familiarized themselves with the manor and had enough understanding 

of the terrain and environment. As the sky slowly darkened, the two were surprised to find that an area 

outside the hall had lit up with a very beautiful fluorescent light. 

It was a curtain of light emitted by the vines. The main stem of the vines was like jade, and the branches 

and leaves emitted a bright light, illuminating the nearby area. 

moreover, the light gave people a very comfortable feeling. 

"Isn't this too magical?" Guo Zhen was surprised. 

"Yes, no one said that Linlin Manor had such a thing." Hu Qing said. 

Academician li smiled. it's a mutated seed found in a Valley. Boss Qin picked it up and planted it. It 

hasn't been announced to the public yet. 

Well, this was personally witnessed by the academician. 

Soon, Master Lin brought the chefs from the manor to serve the dishes. 

Other than the emperor's Supreme medicinal cuisine, the other dishes were also made with ingredients 

of Grade 2. 

Guo Zhen and Hu Qing were full of anticipation, but they were hoping that these dishes would be made 

by boss Qin, because of his status. 

However, when they opened the emperor's Supreme medicinal cuisine, an extremely rich medicinal 

fragrance and sweetness spread out. With the +2 medicinal fragrance and sweetness attribute, the two 

of them widened their eyes slightly. 

They couldn't believe it. The smell was too good. Just the smell alone was enough to make them drool. 



Did boss Qin really make this? 

"Let's eat!" Qin ran came out with a plate of fierce eel. 

Quality 2 rice eel, and with the fish cooking skill, this braised rice eel was also a quality 3 delicacy. 

Academician li had already made himself a bowl of Emperor's Supreme medicinal cuisine. He picked up a 

piece of eel, chewed it, and couldn't help but praise it. 

The others had already started eating, including Lin Liu and the other girls at the table next to them. 

Boss Qin's personal cooking would only be eaten if he was spoken to. If he spoke less, others would eat 

more. 

Hu Qing and Guo Zhen also ordered a bowl of the Supreme Emperor's medicinal cuisine. After tasting it, 

they felt a special feeling rush to their foreheads. 

"It's so delicious." Guo Zhen was surprised. 

"Yup," Hu Qing immediately nodded, then buried his head and began to eat. However, after a few 

mouthfuls, he chewed too hard and gritted his teeth again. It was obvious that the injury on his eye 

socket had twitched. 

However, this was really too delicious. No matter how painful it was, he had to eat more. 

The two of them now knew why academician li and the others were so excited when they heard that 

boss Qin was going to cook. 

Boss Qin had such good cooking skills. 

He can do scientific research, do business, fight, and cook. 

While Hu Qing and Guo Zhen were eating happily, Captain Hong returned to the county and handed in a 

document in a good mood. It was about the number one assassin in the country of herbal medicine. 

This kind of criminal had to submit the information immediately, confirm the case, and then hand it over 

to the court. They had to quickly send this person to prison to accompany the International thief Mike. 

Chapter 1144 A Special Scroll! Warm In Winter And Cool In Summer +2_1 

The development of fairy tale mountain was proceeding in an orderly manner. 

 After the cable car base at the bottom of the mountain was built, the pillars needed for the cable car 

also began to be built into the mountain. 

captain tang and the others had also searched the last area on the top of the mountain. 

the equipment they carried emitted special sound waves, scanning the area above and below the 

ground. 

The excitement on Captain Tang's face was gone. 

After finding another meteorite in the valley, they had worked overtime during the new year, but they 

still hadn't found any trace of the meteorite. Their enthusiasm would always diminish. 
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The search of this last area was complete. If no new meteorites were found, the search would end. 

this is the last area. Everyone, take a rest first. Then, we'll work hard to search this area! Captain Tang 

shouted. 

The team members stopped their instruments and found a place to sit down and rest. Some of them 

found wild fruits around them and picked some with great effort to share with their companions. 

Many of the wild fruits were not sweet, but rather sour. 

However, to these people, picking wild fruits in between their searches was also a form of 

entertainment. 

Captain Tang also went to a tree to sit down. He saw a stone under the tree, and there were obvious 

traces of bird feces on it. 

He kicked the stone to the side in disgust. 

What kind of bird could pull such a big lump? 

Captain Tang sat down and leaned against the tree to rest. He took a bottle of water and gulped it down. 

After resting for a while, Captain Tang and his men started to search again. 

A group of people brought the equipment to Captain Tang's side. Suddenly, they heard the sound of the 

equipment indicating that they had found something. 

At this moment, almost everyone in the surroundings turned their attention to him. 

Especially Captain Tang, who immediately asked, " "where is it?" 

"Over there!" each of them pointed in the direction of a tree. 

A group of people hurriedly ran over there, and soon, they found the profound insect stone. 

Captain Tang was stunned when he saw the large lump of solidified bird feces on the meteorite. 

The rock that he had kicked away with great disdain just now? 

This time, he hurried forward and grabbed the profound stone in his hand. Then, he didn't even care 

about the disgust. He pushed away the solidified pile of feces and looked at the profound stone with a 

treasure. 

"Quick, inform academician li." Captain Tang didn't forget to say. 

… 

Linlin Manor. 

Qin Lin put on his coat and left the office. The air in the South was still very cold. 

The winter was not over yet. 

Outside the hall, he picked up a kettle and began to water the plants in the pots. The seeds that could 

germinate had already grown a large section. 



However, these were all used as cover for the night Emperor Empress, so she just had to water them 

casually. 

As for the night Queen that the game had taken out, it had already formed a tree and was about to 

bloom. It was just that the night Queen's attributes had not been activated yet, so it was not able to 

emit the fluorescent light of the mutated space vine at night. 

qin lin was watering the plants when he suddenly saw academician li running out excitedly. " "Boss Qin, 

good news, good news, Captain Tang and the others found another meteorite." 

Academician li was obviously very excited. 

Qin Lin understood that he had found the other profound insect stone he had Xiao Wu throw away. 

This was also the last profound insect stone. 

He also took out three pieces from the game. 

Fairy tale mountain. 

The first thing Captain Tang did was to put the meteorite into a special instrument. 

At this moment, a group of people not far away suddenly became excited. One of them shouted, " 

"Captain Tang, I found something here. There's also a meteorite." 

"where's the profound insect stone?" Captain Tang was overjoyed to hear this news. 

He didn't expect to find two meteorites in a row after the search. 

captain tang walked to the side of the team. 

One of them pointed below and said, " Captain Tang, it's below, at the half-cliff, but the monitoring 

shows that this meteorite is different from the previous ones. It has radiation, so you need to wear 

protective clothing. 

"there's radiation?" Captain Tang was stunned. 

The previous three meteorites didn't have any radiation. 

This piece seemed to be a little different. Perhaps it would be better than the previous three. 

Captain Tang didn't hesitate. He immediately asked someone to get protective clothing and also asked 

someone to inform academician li. 

Linlin Manor. 

qin lin had already finished watering the plants. he put down the kettle and chatted with academician li 

as they walked to the tea table in the living room. since he had nothing to do, he planned to make some 

tea with academician li. 

As soon as the two sat down, academician Li's phone rang. It was Captain Tang. 

Academician li picked up and immediately asked, " "how is it? Have you sent the profound insect stone 

back?" Academician li suddenly stood up and said, " "What? Really? You found a fourth meteorite?" 



These words attracted Qin Lin's attention, and his face revealed a puzzled look. 

he clearly only had xiao wu throw away the three lustrous stones, where did the fourth one come from? 

Then, he realized that academician li and the others had said that a meteorite had fallen here, so there 

might be a meteorite. 

This was a meteorite that was not taken out from the game. 

This completely confirmed academician Li's guess. 

Academician li was so happy that he immediately returned to his room. He had to report this good news 

to his leader. 

In less than two days, Captain Tang and his team had completely searched fairy tale mountain, which 

meant that their mission was completed. 

Therefore, when the escort vehicle dedicated to transporting the meteorites came again, Captain Tang 

also left with his people. 

Chapter 1145 A Special Scroll! Warm In Winter And Cool In Summer +2_2 

This time, academician li was also with them. 

He had to go back and use the profound insect stone to start his special research. 

This old senior had been in Linlin Manor for the longest time, and Qin Lin was also the most familiar with 

him. Therefore, after academician li left, he personally cooked an Emperor's Supreme medicinal cuisine. 

In this way, the entire Linlin Manor was only left with Yuan Shan, the medical academician. 

The next day. 

Qin Lin arrived at his office and, as usual, looked at the game on his mind screen to complete his daily 

tasks. Then, he controlled his game character to go to the library in ore town. 

The mysterious stone Book was one of the things he wanted the most. As long as he had enough 

mysterious stone books, he felt that he could learn all the knowledge. 

unfortunately, the library NPC mary was still at the front desk, and there were no guessing games today. 

Qin Lin controlled his character and continued to stroll around ore town. When he arrived at the park, 

he saw many NPCs gathered in front of the park's noticeboard. 

his eyes immediately lit up. 

This meant that another plot mission had occurred. He immediately controlled his game character to 

move forward and opened the notice board: 

[ the goddess ceremony is starting again. Go to the goddess mountain and find a Goddess Flower. Throw 

the goddess Flower into the goddess spring, and you might get a gift from the goddess. When you throw 

in enough goddess flowers, the goddess might even appear! ] 

[ do you wish to head to Mount goddesses to search for the goddess Flower? ] 
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"Good luck is on our side today." Qin Lin didn't expect to trigger another goddess mission. 

the plot quests related to goddesses and kappa could give him very magical things. 

The previous Moonstone and the Kappa's happy stone were all very useful. 

There was no need to talk about the moonstone, and the Kappa happy stone had been used to modify 

the drifting project, so who knew how many people had been attracted to it. 

Qin Lin immediately controlled his game character to go to the goddess mountain. The plot of the 

goddess mission had been refreshed, and the goddess Flower needed for the plot should have been 

refreshed on the goddess mountain again. 

Qin Lin controlled his game character to search the area. He soon found the newly refreshed Goddess 

Flower. 

[ you've picked a seven-colored Goddess Flower. The more colors the flower has, the more you'll be 

favored by the goddess. You can now go to the Jiang Goddess Flower and throw it into the goddess 

spring to offer it to the goddess. In the future, goddess flowers will randomly spawn on Mount 

goddesses! ] 

When Qin Lin received the notification, he could not help but be surprised. When he had obtained the 

moonstone, he had only picked a five-colored Goddess Flower. Now, it was seven-colored, two more 

colors than before. 

Moreover, this seven-colored Goddess Flower was obviously more beautiful than the five-colored 

Goddess Flower, and its petals were more lush. 

According to the game's mechanics, in theory, the more colors there were, the more rewards one could 

get. 

In other words, the 7-color Goddess Flower would definitely be more rewarding than the 5-color 

Goddess Flower. 

He decisively brought the flower to the hot spring on Mount goddesses. When he reached the statue, he 

took out the flower from his bag and threw it into the hot spring. 

A moment later, the statue of the goddess lit up with a special light. As the light disappeared, just like 

the last time, an incorporeal prompt sounded. 

[ thank you for your gift. i really like these flowers. i'll give you a gift! ] 

Then, a treasure chest floated out of the goddess spring and landed in the game character's hand. 

[ congratulations on receiving the goddess 'treasure chest. After opening it, you will receive a random 

gift from the goddess! ] 

Qin Lin received the notification and opened the treasure chest without hesitation. 

a moment later, another notification appeared. 

[ congratulations on obtaining the goddess climate scroll! ] 



A special item that looked like a scroll appeared in the game character's hand. 

Just from the name, one could tell that this goddess climate scroll was definitely not ordinary. 

Qin Lin quickly controlled his game character to return to the farm, locked the office door, and entered 

the game with a thought. 

He also immediately saw the attribute information of the goddess 'climate scroll: 

[ goddess climate scroll: mysterious! ] 

[ this is a special item that can only be obtained from the goddess event. It can be used to change the 

climate of an entire area, giving the area a special attribute: Warm in winter and cool in summer +2! ] 

Qin Lin was surprised when he saw the note. 

warm in the winter and cool in the summer should be the climate that everyone dreamed of, right? 

Which of the three scenic spots in the country that were warm in winter and cool in summer wasn't 

famous? 

however, not every place could have a warm winter and cool summer climate. 

What this scroll meant was that after using it, it could transform a place into a warm climate in the 

winter and cool summer. Moreover, it had A +2 attribute of warm in the winter and cool in the summer. 

if that's the case, it's really awesome, okay? It must be because the winter was not cold and the summer 

was not hot. 

Linlin Manor was already famous for its beautiful scenery, and with such an attribute, wouldn't it be 

heaven-defying? 

It was just that the sudden change in weather was very surprising and would even attract attention. 

Qin Lin logged out of the game and went online to check the places related to warm in winter and cool 

in summer. 

Many places in the world had the attribute of being warm in winter and cool in summer. However, these 

places were warm in winter and cool in summer because they were located in a special latitude and 

longitude. 

However, there was also a situation where the climate would be warm in the winter and cool in the 

summer. This was related to the ecological environment. The change of the ecological environment 

would affect the change of the climate system, resulting in the warm in the winter and cool in the 

summer. 

when he saw this, qin lin felt that he could link it to this. 

after all, the ecology of linlin villa and linlin ranch had indeed changed. it was reasonable that the 

climate system had been affected, right? 

Therefore, he had to use this thing. 



at night, he went directly to the balcony at the top of the manor, took out the goddess climate scroll, 

and chose to use it. 

Just like how the sound of the tree had transformed the two ginkgo trees, the scroll turned into light and 

dissipated. The difference was that this goddess 'climate transformation scroll immediately began to 

emit a light that spread in all directions. 

The scroll was beginning to change the weather. 

Moreover, just like the modification of the ginkgo tree, the light of the modification could not be seen 

by others, only he could see it. 

therefore, only he could see the transformation light emitted by the goddess's transformation scroll. 

The light of the renovation spread throughout the entire villa, the entire Linlin Manor, and even fairy 

tale mountain. These were all developed by them, so they should be considered an area, right? 

However, after the light covered the entire Manor and Ranch, it continued to spread in all directions, 

getting wider and wider, as if it was going to cover the entire you City County. 

This time, he was shocked. Was the area mentioned in the remarks really wide? 

In other words, you Cheng had gained an advantage again. 

However, this was also good. In this case, he didn't have to worry about the climate change. He could let 

you city think of an explanation and investigate! 

Chapter 1146 This Kind Of Weather Can't Possibly Appear In You City! 

The night passed quickly. 

The next day, Qin Lin got up, got dressed, and went out. He felt a warm feeling. 

"Hubby, do you feel the temperature getting higher today?" Zhao Mo sneaked out and asked in surprise. 

Qin Lin naturally felt it too. 

He knew that it was the goddess's weather transformation scroll. 

With the +2 attribute of warm in winter and cool in summer, this was supposed to be the day to wear a 

coat. Now, it was obvious that he only needed to wear a short-sleeved shirt. 

Qin Lin and Zhao moyin were not the only ones who noticed. 

The other tourists of Linlin villa and even the people of you city had noticed. 

you city. 

Chen Li woke up early in the morning and was about to head out to the county when he discovered that 

the winter uniform he was wearing had actually made him sweat all over. He felt hot and stuffy. 

With the temperature today, it seemed like it was fine to wear summer work clothes. 

It was like heaven and earth compared to yesterday's temperature. 
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"What's going on? Didn't they say that there would be a cold air in you city today?" Chen Li's face was 

filled with doubt. This didn't seem like there was cold air at all. 

However, out of his trust in the weather forecast, he still went to the county in his winter uniform. 

the weather was changing in this season. it was hot and dry now, but when the cold air came, it would 

immediately become cold again. 

When he arrived in the county, he found that many people were still wearing winter work clothes, just 

as he had expected. 

They still believed the weather forecast that there would be cold air today. 

However, after an entire morning, Chen Li realized that the cold air that the weather forecast had 

predicted did not come. Instead, he was sweating from the heat. It was truly uncomfortable. 

In the afternoon, the temperature was still very warm, and there was no need to wear a coat. 

Many people in you city felt that today's weather was abnormal and started to change into short-

sleeved shirts. 

In this temperature, short-sleeved shirts were really refreshing and comfortable. It was neither hot nor 

cold, just right. 

However, there were also many people who were cursing. 

the weather is really unpredictable in this season. It was so cold yesterday, but today, I can wear short-

sleeved shirts. 

I didn't see the cold air that was supposed to be on the weather forecast! 

sometimes, it's an idiot to believe the weather forecast! 

"……" 

The complaints and complaints were intense. 

You city's people were fine. They felt that the weather was not right, so they could go home and change 

their clothes. It was very convenient. 

The tourists were in a worse state. They were all wearing winter clothes and winter jackets. They didn't 

even have a short-sleeved shirt. 

after playing at linlin villa and linlin ranch for half a day, he was already sweating. 

However, the tourists didn't suspect anything. The weather in the south was as unpredictable as 

women. This was something everyone knew. 

It was just that the weather had suddenly become warm, which was a basic operation of the climate in 

the South. It would definitely be cold again tomorrow. 

time passed. 

On the second day. 



The people of you city found that the air hadn't become cold. Today's weather was still very warm, and 

it was very comfortable to wear short-sleeved shirts. 

Therefore, most people went out in short-sleeved shirts in winter. Many people even took selfies and 

posted them on the internet. 

[ title: you're wearing a coat and shivering in other cities, i'm walking around in you city in a short-

sleeved shirt. ] 

This was obviously attracting some hatred. 

It must be known that in this season, people in many places didn't want to go out even if they wore a 

coat. 

It was the tourists who continued to be unlucky. They only brought a thick winter coat, and the long 

sleeves of the shirt inside were also relatively thick. 

how did this happen? 

At this time, even you city's clothing stores didn't sell short-sleeved summer styles, so they could only 

sweat if they went to Linlin villa to play. 

Some smart tourists bought short-sleeved shirts from you city people. 

The you city people were good at finding business opportunities. After all, there were so many tourists. 

As long as they could find the needs of the tourists, there would be new business opportunities and they 

could make a fortune. 

Therefore, many people actually set up stalls on the street with their old shirts, and the key point was 

that there were still people buying them. Wasn't it amazing? 

On the other hand, the clothing stores had some moral integrity. They immediately contacted a few 

small garment factories in you city and started to produce short-sleeved shirts overnight. 

Naturally, this scene was also captured and posted online. 

because of the popularity of you city and linlin manor, these videos were also a little popular and some 

people paid attention to them. 

It was just that the temperature had been abnormal for one or two days, but it still didn't attract much 

attention. 

There was even an expert who analyzed the weather who posted a video saying, " you city's sudden 

warming isn't strange or surprising. After all, it's true that the weather in the south is fickle. As far as I 

know, the weather in the south can change several times a day. You wear a coat in the morning, short-

sleeved shirts in the afternoon, and long-sleeved shirts at night. This situation should be over in a day or 

two, hehe. 

However, you city was still warm on the third day, just like Sanya in winter. Short-sleeved shirts were the 

standard. 

The fourth day was still warm. 



You city's people and tourists also habitually wore short-sleeved shirts. 

It was the same on the fifth day. 

At this time, more and more people started to pay attention to this situation on the internet. 

It was still winter, but the air in you city was like this every day. It was the same as in Sanya. 

This was clearly not right. 

After all, with you city's latitude and longitude, such a situation shouldn't exist. 

The sixth day was the same. 

The climate expert who had posted the video quietly deleted the video. 

It was clearly different from his analysis. 

This shouldn't have happened. 

In Linlin Manor and Linlin Ranch, Qin Lin had been paying attention to the weather these days. 

after all, the change in the weather was caused by the goddess 'climate change scroll. 

Chapter 1147 This Weather Can't Possibly Appear In You City! The People Of You City Are Shocked! 

It was just that no one else knew about it. 

He also realized that the climate change was happening in the entire you city. 

In other words, you City County had A +2 attribute of warm in winter and cool in summer. 

Since that was the case, he didn't need to worry. 

If he didn't know the inside story, he wouldn't have been able to relate it to him, let alone think that he 

was the one who caused this climate. 

With the current situation, you city must have started to worry. 

In you City County. 

Chen Li Du was called to sun Xian's office. 

how's the weather analysis coming along? " Sun Xian asked when he saw Chen Li. 

The weather in you city had been abnormal for so many days, so they naturally noticed it. 

They felt that there was something wrong with the weather in you city. 

Therefore, they immediately asked the weather department to investigate and monitor the situation. 

Chen Li immediately explained, " sun Xian, there will be results from the weather department very soon. 

Furthermore, they have also discovered some clues. They have already contacted the weather in min 

province and asked them to help scan our you city with a weather satellite. 

Sun Xian nodded. 
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the temperature in you city these few days was really unexpected. 

it wasn't that the weather was bad. on the contrary, the weather was very good. in this weather, 

wearing short-sleeved shirts was the most comfortable temperature and the best temperature for 

playing. 

They wanted to know if the weather was normal. 

not long after, a middle-aged man rushed into sun xian's office, took out a weather map and data, and 

reported, " Sun County, Chen County, our you city's weather map, whether it's the weather layer or the 

weather data, has undergone a huge change. 

As he spoke, he opened the weather chart in front of the two of them. "look at this weather chart." 

chen li and sun xian looked at each other because they couldn't understand the weather map. 

what's going on? " Chen Li finally said awkwardly, " you should tell me what's going on. I don't 

understand this diagram. 

He didn't say "we," he only said "me." 

this was obviously to protect sun xian's leader. he sacrificed himself and only made himself feel 

embarrassed. 

The person in charge of the weather also reported the results. through satellite scanning of the weather 

in min province, we found that the climate of you city has changed greatly these days. We speculate 

that it may be related to the purification grass. 

"The purification grass can purify the air. The air can affect the ecological environment, and the 

ecological environment can affect the climate." 

"Is the weather change good or bad?" County sun asked immediately. 

it's a good change, " the weather officer said hurriedly. if the climate change can be maintained, the 

tourism in you city can develop better. 

after the experts in min province analyzed the climate layer and data, they found that there are climate 

clouds similar to the temperate ocean here. 

"Tropical oceanic climate?" Chen Li did not quite understand. 

Sun Xian didn't understand either. 

It wasn't that they weren't serious in their studies in the past. It was just that too much time had passed 

and they had really forgotten. 

"In other words, our you city will be warm in winter and cool in summer," the man with the atmosphere 

said. 

"Warm in winter and cool in summer? Really?" Sun Xian and Chen Li finally understood. 

When the two of them heard this news, their faces immediately revealed a look of pleasant surprise. 



What was the most important thing for a tourist city? Other than the environment and the color of the 

scenery, there was only the climate. 

Some places could attract countless tourists just by relying on the climate. 

Especially those places that were warm in the winter and cool in the summer. 

These places were warm in the winter and cool in the summer. They were definitely the first choice for a 

vacation. 

You city already had Linlin villa, Linlin Ranch, fairy tale mountain, and various scenic spots. Although they 

were not as good as Linlin villa, they were at least not worse than the famous scenic spots outside. 

You city was already packed with tourists in this kind of tourist environment. What would happen if you 

city had a warm winter and cool summer? 

Thinking about Sanya, many people go there not just for vacation, but for an out-of-season holiday. 

If you city was warm in winter and cool in summer, could it be the same? 

County sun and Chen Li's brains were spinning at full speed. They immediately got an idea. That was, 

developing a new district might not be enough. They had to develop a few more new districts. 

Because of the Linlin villa and Linlin Ranch, there were probably more people who wanted to visit the 

Linlin villa, so they chose to stay in you city for a few days. 

Clearly, the goddess's climate change scroll not only affected Linlin Manor, but also the entire you city. 

Moreover, the news of the climate change in you city, which might even be related to the purification 

grass, quickly spread on the internet. 

Hua hospital. 

When chief Lu saw the news, he immediately got someone to look for a weather researcher and had 

them scan the weather data of you city. 

In the end, just like what the internet said, you city had a temperate oceanic climate. 

however, how could such a climate appear in you city? it was unbelievable. could it really be because of 

the purification grass? 

Captain Lu immediately ordered his assistant, " quick, get someone to study the purification grass and 

see if it has any effect on the weather. 

At the same time, the news of you city's climate change directly became a hot search. 

There was already some attention from before. 

This time, the news that you city's climate change had a temperate oceanic climate shocked everyone. 

After all, you city was located in the South, so it was impossible for the weather to be like this. Countless 

netizens exclaimed, " 

I've lived long enough to see that a mountain like you city can also have a temperate oceanic climate. 



"So you city is warm in winter and cold in summer?" 

" there's linlin villa again. you city is going to become a real tourist destination. " 

"……" 

Many people were obviously surprised. Those who didn't know about the temperate ocean climate 

were also surprised after being taught. 

They all knew that this kind of weather couldn't appear in you city, which was a mountainous area, but 

now it did. 

Therefore, the entire you city would be warm in the winter and cool in the summer. 

This attracted countless people to you city. After all, compared to other places that were warm in winter 

and cool in summer, you city was very close to many people. 

This was the case for Wang qiongjie's family. 

She had just given birth a year ago and wanted to find a place with a good environment to relax, so her 

husband brought her to you city and handed the child over to her grandparents. 

Both husband and wife were wearing thick coats. Even though the heater in the car was on high, the 

weather was still very cold. 

"We'll be at you city soon." The husband who was driving said. 

Wang qiongjie immediately perked up. Sure enough, she could see the outline of you city in the 

distance. 

hubby, " she said curiously, " do you think you city is really warm in winter and cold in summer as the 

internet says? " 

"won't you know when we get inside?" the husband said with a smile. 

Wang qiongjie nodded. 

The two of them quickly approached you city, but soon, they realized that under the same air 

conditioning in the car, they felt hotter and hotter. 

The husband immediately turned off the heater in the car. 

However, even after turning off the heater, she still felt very hot. 

The couple immediately took off their thick coats, revealing their short-sleeved shirts. 

It was obvious that they were well prepared. After all, they had already known about the situation in 

you city. 

After taking off their coats and leaning against the thin short-sleeved shirt, the couple did not feel cold 

at all. Instead, they felt that the temperature was just right. 

Moreover, this kind of temperature was really very likable. When he breathed, it was as if all the hair 

follicles in his body were stretched out. 



When he opened the window, a fresh and warm breeze blew in. 

" hubby, it's true! " wang qiongjie said in surprise. " you city's weather is really warm in winter and cool 

in summer. " 

"yes." the husband nodded immediately. 

The heater was a little cold before they entered the you City area. 

Now, it was like heaven and earth. 

With the climate of you city and Linlin Manor, it was definitely amazing. 

It would be even more prosperous. 

It wasn't just Wang qiongjie and her husband, but many tourists who were attracted to you city also 

noticed this. 

therefore, you cheng exploded in popularity. 

Naturally, Qin Lin did not need to worry about the goddess 'climate change scroll. 

Chapter 1148 A Perfect Imagination! Meeting The Gourmet Again _1 

Qin Lin drove his BMW 5 Series out of the manor and headed to you city. 

He had to go to you city's Tourism Association today. 

when they entered you city, they could clearly feel that it was more lively than before. 

There were also more tourists than before. 

These tourists were attracted by the climate change in you city. The streets were crowded. Even the 

commercial streets of an international city didn't have such a crowd, right? 

Moreover, winter had not passed yet, and everyone on the streets was already wearing short-sleeved 

shirts. 

It seemed that the people and tourists in you city had adapted to the change in climate. 

The you City Tourism Association had a meeting today because of the climate change. You city's tourism 

had a new outbreak. 

Naturally, there was another reason. There was a scenic spot that used inappropriate vocabulary in its 

publicity and was reported. It was criticized and the higher-ups requested for changes. 

Qin Lin naturally knew about this. In fact, he was a little helpless. Nowadays, there were such 

restrictions in all industries. 

He didn't have any intention at first, but she just had to make connections. 

Furthermore, they were always focused on these things and did not care about the things that they 

should be doing. Otherwise, the teaching material incident would not have happened. 

If this went on, Li Bai would probably be removed from the textbook soon. 
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After all, brother Bai's writing 'killing one person in ten steps, a thousand miles' was not popular. 

This was the crime of illegal possession of prohibited knives and inducing harm. 

And 'not as good as Wang Lun's gift!' She was afraid that it would become an unclear relationship, and it 

would easily lead to the imagination of a couple. 

However, the current situation was a pain in the ass. 

I heard that some online writers can't even use certain words anymore, such as hiding. 

qin lin soon arrived at you city tourism association. 

You City Tourism Association was originally a dispensable association with a few big fish and small 

shrimp. 

However, after the appearance of Linlin Manor, the situation was completely different. Because of the 

influence of Linlin Manor, you city's tourism industry exploded and attracted countless tourists. 

Now, many tourists from Linlin villa would also go to other scenic spots, bringing some visitors to other 

scenic spots. 

Moreover, it was not only you city's Scenic Area, but the food street, food stalls, homestay, and other 

tourism-related industries had also exploded and developed. 

You city's most employed industry was the tourism service industry, which brought more benefits to the 

people than the planting Fields in Linlin's laboratory. 

Therefore, there had to be an organization to manage it. 

At the very least, he would be able to manage some of the matters of the people and let the entire 

industry have a system and standard. 

in this way, the you city tourism association came into play. 

You city's tourism industry's service personnel had to be trained at the tourism Association when 

applying for a position. Only after they passed the professional qualification certificate were they 

qualified to take up the job. 

This had already become a rigid requirement, whether it was the food stall vendors, the food Festival 

service staff, or even the taxi drivers. 

there was also the planning of tourism. each scenic area had to cooperate with the association. 

Therefore, the you City Tourism Association still had a lot of power. 

of course, this was only for other scenic spots. it was useless to linlin manor. you city tourism association 

didn't dare to extend their hands into linlin manor. 

Qin Lin entered the you City Tourism Association. It was still very lively inside. There were people who 

came to take the exam and people who came to re-train because of the bad reviews. 



Qin Lin went straight to the meeting room where the meeting was held. There were already some 

people in the meeting room, all of whom were in charge of the scenic Area industry. 

These people saw Qin Lin and recognized him. They all looked at him, but no one came forward to greet 

him. 

Firstly, he didn't have the courage. The difference in status was too big. 

Secondly, they were both in the service industry, so they wouldn't be so stupid as to touch his eyebrows. 

Qin Lin also found a seat and sat down. 

Soon, a man walked in with a smile on his face and a group of people from the tourism industry. 

it was chen wang, the president of the you city tourism association. 

the other party was also the director of the zhu zi cultural park. 

because the zhu zi cultural park was in you city, many tourists from linlin villa would go there to take a 

look because it was close and convenient. 

It was precisely because Chen Wang was the chairman of the tourism Association that he had a lot of 

power. That was why the people in the tourism industry flocked to him. 

This position was very impressive in you city. 

After Chen Wang entered the door, he immediately saw Qin Lin. He greeted Qin Lin almost immediately 

and said respectfully, " "chairman qin, you're here too." 

He knew very well that the reason why he could become the president of you City Tourism Association 

was because this Chairman Qin was unwilling to be the president, and he had no intention of sending 

the manager of Linlin Manor over. 

Otherwise, he would never have been the president. 

those who could come in for the meeting were the bosses of various scenic spots in you city and they all 

knew qin lin's identity. 

Therefore, all of them went up to Qin Lin and greeted him respectfully, " 

"Long time no see, Chairman Qin!" 

"Chairman Qin, I'm so happy to see you." 

"With Chairman Qin here, our meeting is of great significance." 

These people were also very clear that without Linlin villa, the scenic Area they were in charge of would 

be half-dead and would not be as lively as it was now. 

those tourists only went to visit the scenic spots because linlin villa and linlin ranch had a limited 

number of visitors. 



Of course, it was also because of the promotion from Linlin Manor. When the county had talked to Mr. 

Qin in the past, they had put up a Promotion Board at the entrance of Linlin Manor that introduced the 

other scenic spots in you city. 

Moreover, even after Linlin villa became popular, the sign was still there. 

Chapter 1149 A Perfect Imagination! Another Encounter With The Gourmet (2) 

One must know that with Linlin villa's current situation, the county would not have any objections if they 

wanted to remove the sign. 

This was enough to show that this Chairman Qin was really nostalgic. 

It was impossible for such a person not to be respected. 

This had nothing to do with the other party's wealth, status, or age. It was the other party's character 

and selflessness that made it worth it. 

Why don't we go to another scenic spot and see if it's possible for the tourists that I've worked so hard 

to attract to share with you and even introduce them to you at the entrance of my house? 

That was absolutely impossible. 

if it was another boss, even if he couldn't receive them, he wouldn't let his peers have it. he wouldn't 

even help his peers put up a sign at his own door to promote them. 

"Everyone, there's no need to be so polite!" Qin Lin also said to Chen Wang, " President Chen, you can 

have the meeting. I'll just listen in. I'll leave after that. 

he came to this meeting just to check on you city's situation. 

"alright, i'll listen to you, chairman qin." Chen Wang nodded and also greeted the others, everyone, 

please take a seat. Let's finish what we have to say as soon as possible. Everyone knows that there's a 

sudden climate change in you city. 

the change in weather is a good thing for the time being, but we don't know if it will change in the 

future. However, the county has also said that no matter what happens in the end, we have to keep up 

with the influx of tourists. All the scenic spots have to make corresponding changes to their services, 

Huanhuan. 

Perhaps it was because Qin Lin was here, the meeting did not last long. Chen Wang was just being 

careful. Otherwise, he would have at least held a long meeting and talked about some details. 

after the meeting, chen wang personally led his men to see qin lin out of the tourism association. he 

watched as qin lin got into the bmw 5 series and left. 

Qin Lin left the tourism Association and walked around you city. He found someone with a device on the 

street, probably to find the cause of the climate change. 

Due to the climate change in you city, many laboratories had expressed their desire to come to you city 

to investigate and test. 
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He didn't expect it to come so quickly. 

After that, Qin Lin drove out of you city in another direction and entered another Urban area. All the 

buildings and roads in this city were brand new. 

This was the New town area. 

The New town area wasn't completely close to you city's original area, only a small part of it was 

connected, and most of it was by a road. 

The Linlin villa was located at the intersection between the old city and the new district. 

The new district wasn't completely open yet, but the houses here had already been pre-sold. 

Qin Lin stopped the car in front of a building. The building was under renovation, and there was a big 

word on it: you city Linlin villa reception hall. 

that's right, the county had given linlin manor a building in the new district to serve as a reception hall. 

There were too many tourists in Linlin villa now, and they were all overloaded. The original reception 

hall was very crowded. 

After that, there would be the opening of the fairy tale Mountain Project, which would attract even 

more tourists. 

At that time, the reception hall in the new district would be able to come in handy. Tourists could be 

directly picked up by the tourist bus to fairy tale mountain. 

This could help Linlin villa distribute the tourists. Moreover, other tourists who had arrived in you city 

could also go through the various procedures here first. 

qin lin inspected the reception hall and returned to linlin manor. 

When they arrived at the manor, Yuan Shan came forward with a person. 

"Academician Yuan, who is this?" Qin Lin looked at the man in confusion. 

" boss qin, this is professor lin from the chinese academy of meteorology, " yuan shan explained 

hurriedly. " he's here to check out the weather changes in you city. " 

today, he also checked various places. Not long ago, he found that the area near Linlin villa is the center 

of the entire climate change. 

Professor Lin also immediately greeted Qin Lin, " "Boss Qin, I've heard so much about you. You're 

younger than I thought." 

Qin Lin was surprised to hear this. He hurriedly pretended to be ignorant and asked, " "Professor Lin, is 

this true?" 

Did he f * cking expose himself on this? 

Professor Lin quickly explained, " the climate Center is around Linlin villa. As for the specific situation of 

the climate change, I talked to academician Yuan. We have a rough guess. 



"Academician Yuan said that there was a meteorite that fell on fairy tale mountain. You know, the 

impact of a meteorite falling has many effects, including the climate. This climate change might be 

related to meteorites." 

wasn't that meteorite left behind a long time ago? " qin lin asked subconsciously. 

If it was because of the meteorites, wouldn't it be ridiculous if it only changed after so long? 

However, he regretted it the moment he asked. 

since the professor from the chinese academy of sciences wanted to make such a guess, then let him 

make such a guess. it would be best if he took it as a fact. 

What was he asking? He was not asking for a snub. 

Professor Lin smiled. it's true that the meteorite fell a long time ago, but it doesn't necessarily cause 

climate change. Or it doesn't necessarily cause a complete climate change. If it was an incomplete 

climate change, it wouldn't have caused such a climate change before it reached the critical point. 

I've done some research on you city's weather. The weather there has always been good. At least, it's 

better than places like min province and Ming city. 

so, I'm guessing that the meteorite did affect you city, but it hasn't reached the critical point of climate 

change. The specific explanation is very complicated and involves knowledge from many aspects. It's 

impossible to explain it all in a short time. 

the reason for this change may be that the purification grass purifies the air and increases the oxygen 

content in the air, which has a stimulating effect, causing the climate of you city to change. 

" also, according to the size of the valley, we can also know that the area where the meteorite hit is not 

large, so the impact on the climate is not large, just in the area near you city. as for the specific scientific 

explanation, we need to study it first. " 

Qin Lin was stunned by this explanation. 

how rigorous was this speculation? how perfect was his imagination? 

if it wasn't for the fact that he didn't want to reveal his feelings, he would have given professor lin a 

round of applause. 

Although the other party's guesses were all nonsense, if someone could come up with such a perfect 

idea every time, then there was really no need to worry about being the scapegoat. 

Professor Lin had only come to the manor for an inspection. Moreover, he had been allowed to enter 

the manor by Zhao moyin, so he quickly left with Li Kai. 

He had come to you city on a mission assigned by chief Lu. He also hoped to finish his research quickly 

and go back to do his own research. 

moreover, he now had a rough idea of what was going on. he could enter the research and test to prove 

everything with scientific data. 



After professor Lin and Li Kai, Yuan Shan also said,"Chairman Qin, I have good news for you. The 

condition of the cancer patients in the hospital is getting better and better. It won't be long before they 

fully recover." 

the two tea trees you transplanted and cultivated are definitely national treasures. If the tea leaves 

produced by the transplanted tea plants can retain this effect, then our country can completely solve 

cancer. 

by then, we'll have the entire world in our hands when it comes to cancer. 

Academician Yuan was obviously very excited. As a senior researcher, his biggest goal was to help the 

country surpass the West. 

Now, the tea leaves that could treat cancer had completely surpassed the Western world. In fact, in 

terms of cancer symptoms, it could completely leave the Western world behind for many years. 

Even though he was not the one who had developed this thing, it was boss Qin who had developed it. 

He was also involved in the clinical trials, so he was also honored. 

Qin Lin smiled. After parting with Yuan Shan, he went back to his office. 

As soon as he sat down, he was surprised to see another figure appear in the middle of the farm. This 

time, it wasn't the dwarf ah ni, but the gourmet who hadn't appeared in a long time. 

Did I trigger another plot mission? 

Qin Lin quickly controlled his character and walked towards the food Festival. 

His luck seemed to have been pretty good during this period. 

Chapter 1150 Have You Heard Of Food That Glows? 

qin lin controlled his character and walked towards the gourmet. 

the story of the gourmet had appeared several times, and each time he had gotten something good. 

Not to mention the recipe, at least he had cooking skills. 

The game character clicked on the gourmet, and a conversation immediately appeared. 

[ Hello! ] we meet again. This time, I'm here again. I found that mine town has changed a lot. It's more 

prosperous now. Mayor Thomas said that your Ranch has made a great contribution to the town. 

He also said that he could ask you for help. I'm planning to hold a Food Festival in the town and cook a 

special kind of beef. I need 20 pieces of high-quality beef, can you help me prepare it? [ after the food 

Festival is over, I'll be very grateful! ] 

Obviously, this was the plot mission. 

qin lin decisively controlled his game character to accept this plot mission. 

[ thank you so much for your help. When the beef is ready, you can go to the park and hand it to me. 

The food Festival will be held there! ] 
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The gourmet left the farm. 

Qin Lin did not hesitate and went straight to the ranch. 

It was a high-quality beef, and the quality 2 whole snowy beef was definitely one of them. 

The cattle had been kept in the cowshed of the ranch. 

After he chased the he Niu out, he went straight to ore town and once again invited the butcher of ore 

town to help slaughter the he Niu. 

not all the meat in a wagyu was of 2 quality. only the snowy beef in the key parts of the body was of 2 

quality. 

As a result, killing one Wagyu wasn't enough to collect the 2 quality beef he needed. He had to kill three 

in a row before he could collect the beef the gourmet needed. 

After putting the two-grade snow and beef into his backpack, Qin Lin controlled his game character to 

go to the park in ore town. 

The park was different from usual. The square had been set up, with balloons, banners with the words " 

Gourmet Festival " written on them, and flowers and plants. 

The town's NPCs had also arrived, and many of them had exclamation marks above their heads. This 

meant that clicking on it meant that there was a conversation. 

Qin Lin controlled his game character to click on these NPCs. 

"the gourmet is holding another gourmet festival. we're in for a treat this time." 

"I heard that the gourmet's cooking is world-famous. Many rich people want to eat his food." 

"The gourmet is going to make delicious beef this time. I love stewed beef." 

"I've heard that gourmets make glowing food. I'm really looking forward to it!" 

"Glowing food? What if it's "middle to small household"?" qin lin laughed as he cursed inwardly. he then 

controlled his character to head to the gourmet's location. 

the gourmet had changed his skin to a new set of white chef's clothes and a chef's hat. he was 

examining a pot in front of a stove, and a large golden exclamation mark that represented the plot 

mission hung above his head. 

He clicked on the gourmet, and the conversation reappeared. 

[ have you already prepared the beef I need? [ that's great! Hurry up and give me the beef! ] 

as they spoke, a frame appeared on the screen. 

He placed all the beef in his bag into the box and clicked "confirm." 

the gourmet's voice reappeared. that's great. With the ingredients, the food Festival can begin. You 

don't mind helping me, do you? " 



[ yes? [ no? ] 

qin lin directly chose "yes." 

he had to do this even for the sake of the reward. 

Next came a mini-game, in which he had to help the gourmet cut the beef. He had to cut a certain 

amount and thickness of beef in a set amount of time. 

This was a mini-game that tested one's skills and mastery of strength. 

Because he used his consciousness to control the game, Qin Lin could easily complete it even though it 

was his first time playing it. Otherwise, he might not have been able to complete the game in the time 

given if he had used his hands. 

He then handed the beef to the gourmet. 

"You cut the beef really well." The gourmet took the piece of beef, complimented it, and then began to 

work on the pan. 

The beef was in the pot, and all kinds of ingredients were in the pot. Even the game screen gave him the 

feeling of watching " a young and middle-aged master. 

a moment later, the gourmet's controls came to a stop. a small animation appeared. 

In the past, when they had found something good in the mines, there would be a small animation. 

He didn't expect the gourmet to make a cartoon while cooking. 

While Qin Lin was still in shock, the gourmet had already turned on the pot in his mind. 

The next moment, something shocking happened. 

Because the food in the pot was glowing, and it was a very bright light. 

"F * ck, it's really" middle and small household management "!" Qin Lin's eyes widened. The NPC was 

telling the truth. He suddenly felt that the gourmet was a bit of a badass. 

The legendary food that glowed. 

In the animation, the NPCs also began to clap and cheer, and then the townspeople began to eat 

delicious food. 

When the animation ended, the gourmet's conversation reappeared. 

[ thank you very much for your help. this time, the food festival has been a success. this is a gift for you! 

] 

as the gourmet spoke, a scroll appeared in his character's hand. the word "cooking" was written on the 

scroll. 

[ congratulations, you have obtained the special beef cooking skill! ] 



"The special beef kebab can glow?" Qin Lin's eyes lit up for some reason, and he quickly controlled his 

game character to go back to the farm. 

He got up from his chair, locked the office door, and then entered the game with a thought. 

 


